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1: Book of Lost Memories Scans - Silent Hill Memories
The Book: "Lost Memories" is a secret item found in the West South Vale area of Silent Hill 2 and is required for the
"Rebirth" ending. It can only be unlocked after completing the game once and is found on a newspaper stand at Texxon
Gas.

The creator of this website did a great job on it. Book of Lost Memories "guidebook".. I used to have this art
book around when silent hill 2 came out. It was an amazing paper back with tons of concept drawings and
what not. Book of Memories Q From Wikidata. Jump to navigation Jump to search. Language Label
Description Also known as; English: If youd like to download and keep something, please contact us and ask
for permission first its only polite. Ballots and Bullets BH4: MidwayUSA is a privately held American retailer
of various hunting and outdoor-related products. Book of Lost Memories. Details various aspects of the first
three games such as symbolism and ideas behind games or development process;.. Book of Memories Region:
Voc zerou todos os Silent Hill e no entendeu bulhufas? Assistiu ao filme e ficou mais confuso? Agora voc
pode sanar ou piorar , hahaha, todas as suas dvidas sobre esse incrvel. The main character of the story Alex
Shepherd Shepherds chasing Alex suddenly lost his brother to be the most famous streets and places in the
story , Alex must face the most daunting and. Guidebook detailing various aspects of the first three games like
symbolism and ideas behind games or development process. Starter Set - Lost Mine of Phandelver. Book of
Lost Memories.. Acquire the book of Lost Memories. Not So Lost Memories: The Book of Lost Memories
also suggests the Nurses may be originally human. Take on the role of Harry Mason as you wander the snowy
streets of Silent Hill in search for your lost daughter Cheryl. Lost Mine of Phandelver. Tome of Lost Souls..
Silent Hill 2 for PlayStation 2 cheats - Cheating Dome has all the latest cheat codes, unlocks, hints and game
secrets you need. Book Of Lost Memories;..
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2: Review: Silent Hill: Book of Memories
The "Lost memories" book was released as an addendum to the official Konami Silent Hill 3 Game Guide in It was
printed in the second part of the guide turned upside down - the back cover of the guide is the front cover for "Lost
Memories".

Mature pages are recommended for those who are 18 years of age and older. If you are 18 years or older or are
comfortable with graphic material, you are free to view this page. Otherwise, you should close this page and
view another page. The town is centered around Toluca Lake, from which a thick fog perpetually enshrouds
the area and makes vague the reality and dreams of those who visit the town. And according to those who have
seen them, there are also times when "things" that should not naturally exist appear. A few incidents that have
occurred in this town up to this point have gone unaddressed, leaving behind a great number of mysteries.
Silent Hill is a fictional town located in the Northeastern United States and the titular main setting of the
videogame series Silent Hill. It is situated around Toluca Lake , which helped to make Silent Hill a tourist
town in later years. It is the home base of a powerful religious cult called The Order , whose goal is bring their
God back into this world and usher through the apocalypse, a perfect paradise and an eternity of bliss.
Contents Areas Old Silent Hill Old Silent Hill is the main residential area of the town, and the place where
some of the first game takes place. It lie to the east of Central Silent Hill, and is seperated from it by a river.
Balkan Church and Midwich Elementary School are located here. It is also the location of Alchemilla Hospital
and most of the municipal buildings such as public records and the town hall. The Green Lion Antiques store
is located at the northern end of the business district. It is there that an Order priestess named Dahlia Gillespie
kept a secret altar which she referred to as the "Other Church". Paleville Paleville is the resort area of the
town. The lighthouse is situated here, a very important location in the first game. The main tourist attraction is
Lakeside Amusement Park , featured prominently in the first and third games. Almost directly across the street
is the Lakeview Hotel, where the second game reached its conclusion. Michael Kaufmann , director of
Alchemilla Hospital. It is a more urban area than the north side, but also contains several attractions. Many
come for here for its restaurants, but there other things to see. More historical markers exist here, suggesting
that this is the older side of town. Silent Hill Historical Society is also situated in South Vale, a small museum
that was built on the site of the old Toluca prison. The entirety of Silent Hill 2 takes place here apart from a
piece set in Paleville , as well as a portion of Silent Hill 3. History The area around Toluca Lake was
originally inhabited by a Native American tribe known as Kwekwasawe Kanesda "Nest of the Raven" in their
native language who worshiped a deity known as Kwekwasawe, and whose name is now lost to history. They
called their home "The Place of Silenced Spirits" and believed that they could communicate with their dead
ancestors there. It was considered a sacred place and had no negative associations at this time. In the late s, the
natives were forced out by European colonists. Their settlement had not been long established when it was all
but wiped out by a mysterious epidemic. The survivors fled the area, and it was not resettled until the early s,
when the town of Silent Hill was first established as a penal colony. However, a second epidemic weakened
the town around and caused the prison to be shut down. Silent Hill was only saved by the discovery of coal in
the area during the s and the establishment of Wiltse Coal Mine. After the war, it was converted to a normal
prison. Around , a series of people vanished without a trace, and ten years later, Toluca Prison was shut down.
This and the mine running out of coal caused the town to be restructured as a tourist destination. This power
was viewed positively by its Native American inhabitants, and was what made the land sacred to them. The
power manifests in the form of The Otherworld , which produces a personal hell for any who feel guilt and
was subsequentally called to Silent Hill. The Real World As the name would imply, this is Silent Hill in
reality--a deserted town, granted, but lack of monsters, supernatural fog, and any other supernatural concepts.
This world is strictly bounded in reality and inhabitants in this world literally cannot see the manifestations
shown in the other worlds. The Fog World This world may always have existed in one form or another. It
appears to all who are pulled in as a foggy, abandoned version of the town. Supernatural darkness, walls of
flesh, blood, and rust, and powerful monsters are frequent in this world. Nowhere While connected with the
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Otherworld, Nowhere is a unique part of it and is quite distinct. It condenses an approximatization of all the
locations the subject has visited in Silent Hill and manifests it all into a complex impossible geometric shape
for the subject to explore you go upstairs to find yourself enter the basement, for example. It is considered to
be the "Heart" of the Otherworld. It is been said that Nowhere is a manifestation of our deepest horrific
memories located deep inside our hearts. It is possible that Nowhere is actually created as a result of the
subject being physically close to Alessa, who is the catalyst for the Otherworld. Trivia Many works have
served to inspire the town of Silent Hill, as well as inspirations for the series as a whole. Though the town of
Silent Hill is presented as an American town, many of the maps and city layouts were borrowed from Japanese
locales.
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3: Book of Lost Memories - Silent Hill Collection Wiki Guide - IGN
The Book of Lost Memories is one of four items needed to unlock the Rebirth Ending. Obtaining it will unlock the Not So
Lost Memories achievement / trophy. This item can only be found after.

Silent Hill video game The first installment in the series follows Harry Mason as he searches for his missing
adopted daughter in the mysterious town of Silent Hill. Multiple game endings are possible, depending on
in-game actions taken by the player. It was released in for the PlayStation. Silent Hill 2 The second installment
in the series follows James Sunderland searching for his deceased wife in Silent Hill after having received a
letter from her informing him that she is waiting for him there. It was released in September for the
PlayStation 2. An extended version of the game was released for the Xbox in December of the same year as
Silent Hill 2: It was released in May for the PlayStation 2, with a port to Microsoft Windows released in
October of the same year. Silent Hill 3 is a direct sequel to the first installment in the series. The Room [ edit ]
Main article: The Room The fourth installment in the series follows Henry Townshend, who finds himself
locked in his apartment as strange phenomena begin to unfold around him and other residents of the building.
Origins [ edit ] Main article: Origins The fifth installment in the series is a prequel that follows trucker Travis
Grady, who becomes trapped in Silent Hill after rescuing a girl from a burning house. During his quest to find
the fate of the burned girl, he encounters characters from previous installments and is forced to face his past.
Homecoming [ edit ] Main article: Homecoming The sixth installment in the series follows Alex Shepherd, a
soldier who has returned from a war overseas. Alex discovers upon his arrival that his father has gone missing,
his mother has become catatonic , and no one can provide the whereabouts of his younger brother, Joshua.
Shattered Memories [ edit ] Main article: Shattered Memories The seventh installment in the series is a
reimagining of the first installment. Gameplay takes place in two parts: Downpour [ edit ] Main article:
Downpour The eighth installment in the series follows Murphy Pendleton, a prisoner who is stranded in Silent
Hill after his prison transport vehicle crashes. Other games[ edit ] Silent Hill: The Arcade [ edit ] Silent Hill:
The Escape [ edit ] Silent Hill: The Escape is a mobile phone spin-off title for the Silent Hill franchise. The
goal of the game is to guide the player through ten stages by finding a key and opening the locked door. The
game is played in a first-person perspective. The game achieved mixed reviews due to lack of storyline and
poor execution. Silent Hill 2 features the exclusive option to use both the old and new voices; however, Silent
Hill 3 features only a new voice track, with the old voices unavailable due to legal reasons. This pack is also
the first time Silent Hill 3 is playable on an Xbox brand console. The collection got mixed to negative reviews
due to severe issues with both games, such as severe framerate problems, lockups and more. While the
PlayStation 3 version was patched, the Xbox patch was cancelled and Konami offered refunds to all Xbox
owners of the game. Book of Memories , was released in October Book of Memories, worked on a series
installment for the Nintendo DS in They developed a one-room prototype demo using the lead character and
assets from Silent Hill 2 before the game was cancelled. The Ward as a Silent Hill spinoff title. It was rejected
by Konami for various reasons involving Konami not wanting to trust a small company with the Silent Hill
license. Renegade Kid later pitched a modified version of Dementium II which was also rejected, but for
Konami simply not wanting to enter the DS space with a horror title at the time. Origins, they had originally
pitched a different game idea to Konami in Intended to be a PlayStation 3 exclusive, the proposed game
would have taken place in Arizona and starred protagonist Father Hector Santos. The priest would have
utilized water, a major motif in the game, to perform "holy rites and rituals. One of these games was called
Silent Hill: A screenshot from the game was released via ComputerAndVideoGames. Upon completion of the
teaser it was revealed to be for a new Silent Hill game entitled Silent Hills , being developed by Kojima
Productions using the Fox Engine , and a collaboration between Metal Gear series creator Hideo Kojima and
Hollywood director Guillermo del Toro , featuring actor Norman Reedus. The town in the first three games
was inspired by concepts of a small town in America as depicted by various media from various countries of
origin. While some of the development planning is more reminiscent of that of a Japanese village, indirect
influence comes from perhaps two factual American towns in particular: Cushing, Maine ; [a] and
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Snoqualmie, Washington. The origin of these manifestations is a malevolent power native to Silent Hill, which
materializes human thoughts; this force was formerly non-evil, but was corrupted by the occurrence of certain
events in the area. A dog named Mira is also included in many joke endings. Another recurring plot trait in the
Silent Hill series is a fictitious religious cult known only as The Order. Multiple endings are a staple of the
series, with all installments featuring some, the realization of which often depends on in-game actions
performed by the player. The Room, and the only joke ending in Downpour is a surprise party for the player
featuring characters from previous installments of the franchise. The symbols are images, sounds, objects,
creatures, or situations, and represent concepts and facts, as well as feelings, emotions, and mental states of the
characters. The Room , are equipped with a flashlight and a portable device which warns the player of nearby
monsters by emitting static a transistor radio in Origins and the first three installments, a walkie-talkie in
Homecoming and Downpour, and a mobile phone in Shattered Memories. Development[ edit ] Concept and
influences[ edit ] Development of the Silent Hill series started in September with the beginning of the
development of its first installment, Silent Hill. For this reason, a Hollywood-like atmosphere was proposed
for it. Despite the profit-oriented approach of the parent company, however, the developers of Silent Hill had
much artistic freedom because the game was still produced as in the era of lower-budget 2D titles. To mitigate
limitations of the hardware, developers liberally used fog and darkness to muddle the graphics. Many
sequences and tropes from these films share identical concepts. It was based on Western literature and films,
as well as on depictions of American towns in European and Russian culture.
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4: Claudia Wolf | Villains Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The back of the guidebook and beginning of the document. This article is about the guide released by Konami. For the
game
item,
see
Book:
"Lost
Memories"..
Lost
Memories:
Silent
Hill
Chronicle
(å¤±ã‚•ã‚Œã•Ÿè¨˜æ†¶ï½žã‚µã‚¤ãƒ¬ãƒ³ãƒˆãƒ’ãƒ«ãƒ» ã‚¯ãƒãƒ‹ã‚¯ãƒ« ï½ž) is an additional document printed on the
reverse side of the Silent Hill 3: Official Perfect Capture Guide.

James if the main protagonist of the story who was led to Silent Hill after receiving a letter. The letter James
received was an illusion. However, he was unable to cope with what he did, and became immersed in his own
delusions, eventually drawing him to Silent Hill. In the initial stages of development, James had two
personalities the other being Joseph. The name Joseph was borrowed from Joseph Barnett who was suspected
of being Jack the Ripper, and "James" is a derivative. Ever since she visited Silent Hill with James it became
an important place of memories for the two of them. A woman who bears an uncanny resemblance to Mary,
apart from her choice in clothes. In the initial stages of development she had an existence characterized by a
double personality. The first personality was "Mary," so for the other the name "Maria" is derived from that. A
young girl who was a patient at the same hospital as Mary. Having no mother of her own, Laura loved Mary as
if she were her own mother. To Laura the town appears normal; she does not see any monsters, nor does she
see Maria. A girl who came to Silent Hill in search of her mother. After she graduated from high school, she
ran away from home but was found and brought back by her father. After this event, being in a state of
emotional turmoil she was most likely drawn to Silent Hill. Her name is borrowed from the protagonist of the
film "The Net. Gas station employee part time. A young man who is teased because of his weight. He is
usually passive, but there is a side to him that is extremely violent. While running from the police he grew to
have feelings of guilt, most likely drawing him to Silent Hill. In the initial stages of development, Eddie was
cheerful. His name was borrowed from the actor, Eddie Murphy, but his personality changed completely.
SHWiki - It represents the image of a patient writhing in agony. SHWiki - Its grotesquely swollen head faces
the wrong way. SHWiki - Symbolizes feelings of overwhelming, incomprehensible anguish. For this reason, it
is not permitted to stand above ground. SHWiki - "Lustful lips. SHWiki - "Ideal father. Each ending indicates
a different possibility.
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5: Silent Hill - Wikipedia
The Book of Lost Memories is one of four items needed to unlock the Rebirth Ending. This item can only be found after
completing the game once and starting a new game. It is located on a newspaper.

Book of Memories has been a controversial release, despised almost from the outset by fans who viewed it as
a betrayal of the series, an abandonment of the survival horror trappings that apparently must be reflected in
every single Silent Hill game, spin-off or otherwise. All I can say is What did I do to make you hate me this
much? October 16, MSRP: Book of Memories is not a traditional survival horror experience, that much is
quite evident. The potential for the concept is broad indeed. The execution, however, is not quite what it needs
to be. The premise sees your personally created character come into possession of a mysterious book by way
of series harbinger Howard the Mailman. It turns out that the book is capable of pulling its user into
nightmarish dreams that have the power to alter reality depending on the actions taken within them. Thus it is
that players venture forth into a realm of creepy corridors and themed rooms populated by classic creatures
from the main series. As fan-service, Book of Memories is a well-researched and loving tribute to the series.
Familiar monsters are presented rather beautifully, with unnervingly weird new sound effects. A range of
weapons are culled from the entire breadth of the franchise, with steel pipes and knives joined by such
macabre arms as the Great Knife, Laser Gun, and Sword of Obedience. The sinister Valtiel from Silent Hill 3
acts as quest-giver, providing a special challenge at the beginning of each level with the promise of a unique
item. Even the stat-boosting relics that can be found and equipped make reference to the myriad eccentric
items used in puzzles during past escapades. Rooms of various size and shape are connected by maze-like
corridors, and each one contains monsters, treasures, or other curiosities. Some are Karma rooms, which
contain vague "puzzles" to be dealt with in one of three ways. Between four and six of the rooms will contain
challenge orbs that must be broken to spawn waves of enemies which, when defeated under specific
conditions, will yield a puzzle piece. It is a simple concept, and one that works pretty well at first. Combat is a
fuss-free button mashing affair, with players swinging objects or firing weapons at the nearest targets.
Blocking and dodging can be performed with a simple button and stick press, though the animations for doing
so are slow and often fail to activate before the swift enemies can get their shots in. One grievance is that
weapon durability means your favorite gear will break forever after too much use, unless fixed with a wrench.
This is not a bad idea at all, but the limited carrying capacity for wrenches, coupled with the fact that every
single weapon is flimsy and becomes heavily damaged after almost any single combat encounter, feels a little
too much. Either more wrenches or greater durability would have been fine, but having neither makes fighting
more ponderous than it ought to be. One thing Book of Memories does that works really well is the use of a
Karma system. Enemies come in several different types, the two most common being "Blood" and "Light. For
instance, the more you attack Blood enemies, the greater your Karma meter swings toward the Light side,
making you stronger. Eventually, players gain access to the Karma Flip power move, which turns all Blood
monsters in a room into Light monsters, and vice versa. By controlling the alignment of monsters, players can
keep themselves dominant, and unlock special Karma abilities that are utilized using the rear touchpad to rain
damage on enemies -- Blood Karma uses devastatingly damaging spells, while Light can sap small amounts of
health to heal the player. However, as you may have already guessed, the title suffers from a huge amount of
tiny, needling little annoyances that amount to an overall frustrating experience. In essence, Book of
Memories is a nasty little game, designed to abuse the player, and not in the fun, Dark Souls kind of way.
More in the ambushing, cheap, exhausting way. For a start, the level design is grotesque. Corridors connecting
rooms usually go one way, and often amount to intricate map layouts with no shortcuts and only one save
room per level. A save room that is randomly generated, found by chance, and can only be accessed along one
linear path. Keeping the game regularly saved therefore requires immense amounts of backtracking once you
find the room , as does taking divergent paths once one fork in the road has been fully explored. A lot of
player time is wasted, which is one thing a portable title really ought not do. Regular saves become crucial as
the game expands, because it goes from challenging to simply spiteful a few hours in. Eventually you find
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monsters that explode for huge health-drains when defeated, numerous invisible traps that, should you not be
using a character with a high "Mind" statistic, will detonate to stab you or slow you down. Most infuriating of
all are the poison traps, which take you down to one HP for a set amount of time, making the next hit fatal.
You can get to a point where almost every room in the zone has a nasty little trap in it, sometimes even two.
Then there are enemies that deal damage-per-second when attacked, or power through your attacks to
repeatedly knock you to the ground. The fact that I still keep going back to it, however, is high praise indeed
for how well the core concept actually works. When the stars align and you get a level that tones down the
bullshit, Book of Memories is a pleasant, even exciting, experience. The simple act of saving up money to buy
my own Pyramid helmet or a Robbie the Rabbit mask for my character is joyous in its own perverse way, and
when you start really dominating monsters, it feels incredibly gratifying. Multiplayer is a big part of the
experience, with up to four players able to team up online. This dramatically reduces the amount of problems
found in single-player, not least for the fact that dying is penalized with a drop of recoverable items and a
respawn, rather than the total eradication of all progress. Dropping keys upon death can also make them tricky
to find. The zones can also be cleared by anybody regardless of everyone being ready. I almost lost my Great
Knife pickup from Valtiel because someone was solving the end puzzle and I was trying to book it to the exit
to pick up my loot in time. Graphically, this is a beautiful looking title. Easily one of the most gorgeous
looking handheld titles released to date, there naturally has to be one negative caveat -- levels take an
excruciatingly long time to load, even upon death. The joy of dying, only to be punished further with a lengthy
reload time. The touchscreen controls are almost entirely relegated to virtual buttons, conveniently placed at
the edge of the screen, while the touchpad Karma powers are sporadic and make sense. I love it, but I despise
it. Book of Memories good? Like the town of Silent Hill itself, it draws players in with a promise, before
cruelly punishing them on a capricious whim. It commits sins that are simply not forgivable, while performing
feats that cannot go without praise. I want there to be more Silent Hill games like this -- I just want them with
decent map design, a more balanced approach to combat, and maybe a bit less of a hateful attitude toward
anybody trying to enjoy them. You are logged out.
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6: Silent Hill | The Evil Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Silent Hill: Book of Memories is an action hack and slash video game developed by WayForward Technologies for the
PlayStation Vita.A spin-off of the Silent Hill video game series, it is the first game in the series to feature role-playing
elements and an option for co-operative gameplay.

The rebirth of Paradise, despoiled by mankind. You have been chosen many years ago to be the vessel. The
God can only be born through your flesh, and then we will be free from this prison, to cleanse the world of its
sins! Claudia Wolf is the main antagonist in the game Silent Hill 3. She is a priestess of the Order whose
driving personal goal was to bring God into the world so that Paradise could be given to all mankind. She
possessed many psychic powers, including retrocognition and telekinesis. Claudia was raised to be a priestess
of the Order in the Sect of the Holy Woman. Leonard often abused her when he thought that she had
blasphemed or that her faith had wavered. Her only friend was Alessa Gillespie , with whom she sympathized
because they shared similar backgrounds. They would often play together, but losing would make Claudia cry.
Her childhood experiences drove Claudia to be ruthless in bringing about the birth of God so that no one
would have to suffer as she did again. When the Order reorganized itself with the help of Father Vincent after
a period of inactivity caused by the events of the first game, Claudia rose to a place of prominence within the
Order, even making Alessa one of its saints. Silent Hill 3 Claudia knew about the birth of Heather Mason at
the end of the first game through her powers of retrocognition and that she had been raised by Harry Mason,
who had killed one manifestation of God. He found her at the Central Square shopping mall. Claudia arrived
shortly thereafter and manifested the Otherworld , over which she had some control, but she viewed it as the
hand of the unborn God remaking the world. She then proceeded to the Daisy Villa apartments, where Heather
and Harry lived. When she felt Heather kill her father, she confronted Vincent, who knew of her childhood
abused and questioned the motives behind her actions. Claudia used her powers to break his leg. She was later
confronted by Heather in the Otherworld version of the church, where Heather had been led to by Vincent.
Final Confrontation Claudia descended to the main worship area of the church, where she was confronted by
Vincent, who mocked her faith. Heather then began to experience sharp pains, indicating that God was
birthing. Heather stopped this by swallowing a pill of aglaophotis, a substance used to repel demons, which
had given to her by Harry as part of a necklace on her birthday. This caused her to vomit up the fetal form of
God. In an act of desperation, Claudia snatched up the fetus and swallowed it, thereby birthing God herself, an
occurence which obliterated her. However, God was born improperly and was easily destroyed by Heather.
Because of her experiences during her childhood, she perceives the world as being full of suffering and in
order to "save everyone," she attempts to create paradise. She believes that for everyone to be saved, some
sacrifices like Harry and Father Vincent are unavoidable. Because of her passionate need to believe, Claudia
also has a temper, especially when others seem skeptical or opposed to her mission. She has several moments
where she loses composure, particularly with Father Vincent, who openly mocks her faith. She can also
control the monsters to some extent, as she commanded the Missionary to kill Harry Mason. The scene where
Douglas points his gun at Claudia ends on a cliffhanger. When Heather reunites with Douglas, his leg is
suddenly broken and he never states the cause of it. Whereas Alessa was stated to have precognition, it is
likely that Claudia had the power of retrocognition, seeing the past. This would explain why she had detailed
knowledge of the events of the first game. It is unknown where Claudia received her special powers. It is
possible that like Alessa, Claudia had been born with unexplained special powers. It is also possible that
playing with Alessa frequently throughout her childhood caused powers to manifest within herself. Lastly, the
powers could also be a result of her strong faith within the Order given to her by the spiritual power of the
land. It is seen that other members of the Order both revere and fear her due to her powers. Claudia Wolf is the
main antagonist in the film Silent Hill: Claudia began making plans to destroy Alessa so they can escape the
alternate reality and succeed in birthing her god. Once the massacre was complete, Rose took Sharon from
Silent Hill, and some time later used half of the Seal of Metatron to send her back to the real world. However,
Claudia and the Order still lived, and after the destruction of the Brethren made plans to bring Sharon back
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and use her to destroy Alessa once and for all. At some point between Silent Hill and Silent Hill: Revelation,
Claudia performed a ritual on one of her followers to send him to the real world in order to retrieve Sharon.
Chris then took Sharon and went on the run. She had him sent to Brookhaven Asylum , where he was chained
up and abandoned. She did not realize that she had also been tainted, and was in fact even worse than Leonard,
something he was very aware of. To punish him, Claudia transforms into a monster , and has Vincent strapped
to a gurney in a room filled with demonic nurses. When Vincent is returned to her, Claudia has him tied up,
and then she prepares to perform the impregnation ritual on Heather, who has now rejoined with the dark side
of Alessa. Gallery Sister Claudia aka Claudia Wolf. Claudia wields a ceremonial dagger she killed Vincent
with. Claudia Wolf prays for the soul of Father Vincent after she kills him. Claudia about to send her son
Vincent Cooper to Brookhaven Asylum to be "cured". Claudia transforming into the Missionary after touching
the Seal of Metatron. Add a photo to this gallery Trivia During Silent Hill 4: The Room, serial killer Walter
Sullivan in the Hospital Otherworld removes the womb of a corpse that has the same character design as
Claudia, much like the Angela Orosco corpse in Silent Hill 3. Claudia shares the name of the plant " White
Claudia " from Silent Hill. Also, in both games, a monster version of their fathers is fought by the protagonist.
Much like how Claudia and Angela share the same voice actress in the original release of their respective
games, both are voiced by Laura Bailey in the HD Collection. Instead of saying "despoiled by mankind", she
will say "unspoiled by mankind". After Claudia swallows the God fetus, its form takes on similarities to
Alessa. Claudia wears a white robe instead of a black robe. Like her videogame counterpart, Claudia does not
have eyebrows in order to make her expressions more difficult to tell. In the Silent Hill game series, Dahlia is
an evil character and Claudia is a sympathetic character. These character traits are swapped for both characters
in the film series.
7: Book of Lost Memories | Silent Hill Theories Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Cover: 01 Inside Cover: Silent Hill Series Overview: Silent Hill Area Map: History of Silent Hill: Alessa's History:
Characters Relation Map.

8: Silent Hill Book Of Lost Memories Pdf Download by levandownlos - Issuu
Book of Lost Memories - Free download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or view presentation slides online. Silent Hill
lore.

9: Silent Hill: Book of Memories (Video Game ) - IMDb
Supplementary Information Community Page This is a page outlining all the important, and new information, available in
the Book of Lost Memories which was a piece of text published with the Japanese Template:SHWiki guide released by
Template:SHWiki in
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